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Seven critical elements of research culture at Bell 

Laboratories:

• Freedom to fail and patience to succeed

• Collaboration as the primary mode of interaction

• Competition as as the primary mode of individual aspiration

• Intense interactivity with peers 

• Administrative leadership from within

• Egalitarian meritocracy

• Excellence as a virtue in hiring, promotion and review
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«Resistance to actually build devices to prototype their ideas»
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Kristian Birkeland 

1867 – 1917 
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Ivar Giaever
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Electron microscopy and laser 





UiO: Life Science 





«Denne mangel på gjensidig forståelse er allerede uheldig nok som den er for 

det moderne åndsliv; hvis kløften skulle utvides ytterligere, kunne følgene i det 

lange løp bli katastrofale; det ville nemlig føre til to forskjellige og uforlikelige 

innstillinger til virkeligheten» (Peter H. Rokseth)





«It’s so delicious to get rid of it.»

«Dæ norske storkaksan væt ikkje ka dæ går glipp 

tå.»

1927 - 2013

Fred Kavli 

«The curiosity of the human being is what has brought 

us where we are today, and I have complete 

confidence that it will take us where we need to be in 

the future»



“Marcus E. Raichle designed 

methods for visualizing the 

activity of the normal living 

human brain. These 

techniques permitted the 

quantitative measurements of 

blood flow and metabolism in 

localized regions of the brain 

and provided the basis for all 

modern functional imaging 

studies.”



“Drever joined Thorne and Weiss in 1979 as a third co-founder of 

the project. Drever applied his extraordinary experimental genius to 

perfecting the design and operation of interferometers. He devised 

methods for increasing the efficiency and power of the optical 

systems at the heart of LIGO. His insights led to major 

improvements in LIGO’s capability that were essential in achieving 

the required sensitivity.”



ERC to re-launch Synergy Grants in 2018 

«The Synergy Grants awarded so far have shown that 

this funding fosters interdisciplinary research and can 

trigger unconventional collaborations, allowing for the 

emergence of new fields of study. These grants help to 

put European science at the global forefront. They will 

contribute significantly to fill a gap in the EU funding for 

frontier research»

ERC President Professor Jean-Pierre Bourguignon 

«Risky research lost through peer review»

2010-2016: 6 out of 19 Nobels awarded for work

done with ERC grants







Thank you for your attention 



Sharing the Social, Cultural and Economic benefits of Research 

– Towards ‘Open Impact’ 

• Impact is the effective circulation of 

knowledge.

• Public Engagement is as important for 

researchers as Impact

• Not all impact is good

• Impact is unpredictable

• The academic effect of European 

research must be maximized.





• The Union must invest more in frontier-led 

science, to maximise its impact on the citizens’ 

social, economic and cultural well-being.

• We must strengthen innovation eco-systems 

across all areas of human knowledge and ensure 

they meet society’s needs.

• The links between Science, Innovation and Society 

must be strengthened, through research-led 

Education, Open Science, and Public Engagement.

• European science and innovation must aspire to 

leadership in addressing the UN’s Global 

Sustainable Development Goals.

The Future of Europe: The Guild’s vision for FP9








